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Federal judges are expected to conduct themselves differently than their counterparts in the political branches. This Note considers the policy and historical reasons used to justify this different standard of conduct and concludes that these justifications are largely unsupported or overstated. These erroneous justifications obfuscate the debate over extrajudicial conduct and may result in a suboptimal level of extrajudicial activity.

INTRODUCTION

In 2006, news coverage of the State of the Union address included an analysis of the behavior of the four Supreme Court Justices in attendance. The Washington Post reported: “When Bush said ‘We love our freedom, and we will fight to keep it,’ Thomas looked at Roberts, who looked at Breyer, who gave an approving shrug; all four gentlemen stood and gave unanimous applause.”1 This brief episode illustrates three important points: First, there is a deep-seated understanding that federal judges are held to a different standard of behavior than their counterparts in the legislative and executive branches. Although audience members on both sides of the aisle were applauding, the Justices hesitated to do so. Second, it is difficult to identify exactly what is expected of judges. The Justices had to confer to determine whether applause would be appropriate. Third, the public is aware of the special behavior expected of judges. The Washington Post found it relevant enough to warrant a story the following morning.

Sixty years before this incident, Justice Felix Frankfurter noted that he suffered from “judicial lockjaw”2—a phenomenon of self-censorship that prevents judges from speaking about the judicial process and from pursuing extrajudicial activities. Although constitu-


tional and statutory law do not mandate such censorship, factors such as peer pressure and judicial culture, fear of negative public reaction, and the judge’s conception of his or her responsibility in a constitutional democracy contribute to judicial lockjaw. In large part, the public becomes the arbiter of whether extrajudicial conduct is acceptable, as the boundary between appropriate and inappropriate conduct is established by the public’s response to specific episodes as well as the general public discourse over extrajudicial conduct. Because of the public’s significant effect on extrajudicial conduct, it is important that such public discourse about extrajudicial conduct be grounded on sound arguments.


4 For a discussion of the judiciary’s mechanism for self-regulation, see John A. Ferejohn & Larry D. Kramer, Independent Judges, Dependent Judiciary: Institutionalizing Judicial Restraint, 77 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 962, 964, 997–1001 (2002). It has been noted that judicial culture was particularly able to impose discipline “when the federal judiciary was a small and homogeneous group.” Report of the National Commission on Judicial Discipline and Removal, 152 F.R.D. 265, 277 (1993). But cf. Judith Resnik, The Programmatic Judiciary: Lobbying, Judging, and Invalidating the Violence Against Women Act, 74 S. Cal. L. Rev. 269, 285–89 (2000) (suggesting that judiciary has more recently been able to educate and acculturate membership through official policy commitments of the Judicial Conference, and that “over the years, the federal judiciary has developed an etiquette of quieting dissent”).

5 Judge Reinhardt of the Ninth Circuit explains: “We prefer to hold ourselves above censure, and the only way to do so is to provide the people with no basis for criticizing us.” Stephen Reinhardt, Judicial Speech and the Open Judiciary, 28 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 805, 810 (1995).

6 Nancy Gertner, To Speak or Not To Speak: Musings on Judicial Silence, 32 Hofstra L. Rev. 1147, 1147 (2004) (describing practice of judicial lockjaw as making sense due to need for respect and legitimacy and because unelected judges are not “directly accountable to the public” and therefore without same pressure as elected officials to delineate their views to public). Michael Hawkins paraphrased Judge Calabresi of the Second Circuit as having said that “silence and restraint are a fair bargain for life tenure.” Michael Daly Hawkins, Dining with the Dogs: Reflections on the Criticism of Judges, 57 Ohio St. L.J. 1353, 1362 (1996).

7 This Note relies on statements by public figures, newspaper articles, editorials, and scholarship to describe the public discourse on extrajudicial activity and the public reaction to specific instances of extrajudicial activity.
Public condemnation of extrajudicial conduct is pervasive. One newspaper editorial highlighted the supposedly unprecedented nature of recent speeches by Justices Sandra Day O’Connor, Antonin Scalia, Clarence Thomas, and Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Many groups called for Justice Scalia to recuse himself from *Hamdan v. Rumsfeld* after a speech he gave in Switzerland, and he was also chided for missing the swearing-in of Chief Justice John Roberts in September 2005 because he was “on the tennis court at one of the country’s top resorts,” where he was lecturing and socializing at a Federalist Society seminar. Yet Justice Stephen Breyer, who appeared on multiple news shows speaking about the content of his newest book, did not garner any criticism, despite the public and substantive nature of these appearances. The public’s response is thus an imprecise guide for extrajudicial conduct, as the public’s varied and unpredictable responses create uncertainty that encourages self-censorship by judges.

Uncertainty also exists because there is no clear definition of extrajudicial conduct. The Oxford English Dictionary defines “extra-judicial” as “[l]ying outside the proceedings in court.” Extrajudicial

8 Jonathan Turley, Editorial, *Our Loquacious Justices*, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 28, 2006, at B13. ("The justices have been entering the public debate recently in a way that would have been viewed as scandalous just a couple of decades ago.").


13 In First Amendment doctrine, this self-censorship resulting from uncertainty is a recognized phenomenon. GEOFFREY R. STONE ET AL., THE FIRST AMENDMENT 122 (2d ed. 2003) (noting that First Amendment jurisprudence has found fault with vague and therefore uncertain laws in part because citizens will steer too wide of proscribed conduct when they are unsure of exactly what is forbidden, and that this may have “significant chilling effect”). This Note focuses on the policy and historical justifications offered for judicial lockjaw; the question of whether Supreme Court Justices have a First Amendment right to engage in extrajudicial activity is thus beyond its scope. Other authors have addressed that question. See, e.g., Jon C. Blue, *A Well-Tuned Cymbal? Extrajudicial Political Activity*, 18 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1, 2 (2004) (discussing First Amendment problems presented by judicial lockjaw).

14 OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 613 (2d ed. 1989).
conduct thus literally includes all conduct outside of court proceedings. This Note defines extrajudicial conduct to include partisan activities (i.e., lobbying, campaigning, and running for office), ex officio activities, academic activities, and public speeches. Even though this list encompasses scholarship and other conduct that is generally accepted as benign,\textsuperscript{15} judicial scholarship still implicates the same policy considerations as other types of extrajudicial activity and thus should be considered in evaluating the arguments against extrajudicial conduct.

There is a simple resolution to uncertainty about public reaction: A judge could abstain from all extrajudicial conduct and thus avoid criticism for his extrajudicial activity. This approach, however, denies the public important benefits and unnecessarily constrains the judge. Judges, like all citizens, can contribute to the public discourse,\textsuperscript{16} and by virtue of their institutional knowledge and expertise, they are in a unique position\textsuperscript{17} to be “leader[s] in our democracy.”\textsuperscript{18} Even those who would proscribe extrajudicial conduct recognize this by admitting that judges can participate in legal scholarship.\textsuperscript{19} The persistence of a legal scholarship exception admits that there are benefits to extrajudicial conduct in some circumstances. While there is no assurance that judges’ extrajudicial activities will contribute to society, “[t]o say that we have no assurance . . . is to miss the point entirely. We would not think of requiring such assurances before sanctioning the political activities of any non-judge.”\textsuperscript{20} Because of the strong possibility that extrajudicial conduct will make uniquely valuable contributions to the public discourse, the problem of judicial lockjaw is troubling.

This Note focuses specifically on the activity of, and expectations imposed on, U.S. Supreme Court Justices. The policy rationales for

\textsuperscript{15} This definition is not entirely unbounded. This Note limits extrajudicial activities to activities where it is relevant that the actor is a Justice.

\textsuperscript{16} Reinhardt, \textit{supra} note 5, at 805 (“[Judges] cannot stand above the public dialogue that is so essential to the proper functioning of a true democracy.”).

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Id.} (noting that judges are obliged to help educate public on matters with which judges have “particular knowledge or experience”); \textit{see also} Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 404 (1989) (noting that judges serving on Sentencing Commission are “uniquely qualified on the subject of sentencing”); Neal Kumar Katyal, \textit{Judges as Advicegivers}, 50 \textit{STAN. L. REV.} 1709, 1748 (1998) (emphasizing benefits of greater “advicegiving” by judges to other branches of government).


\textsuperscript{19} \textit{CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S. JUDGES} Canon 3(A)(6) (Judicial Conference of the U.S. 1999) (explaining that proscription against public commentary for federal judges specifically does not apply to “a scholarly presentation made for purposes of legal education”).

and against judicial lockjaw are most acute when considered in this context. The Supreme Court wields significant power and is the public face of the judicial branch; therefore, ill-advised extrajudicial conduct by a Supreme Court Justice has the greatest potential to yield bad effects. Conversely, Supreme Court Justices, because of their prominence and their knowledge of, and influence on, nationally divisive issues, may have the greatest ability to contribute to public debate. Furthermore, unregulated by formal standards, the activities of the Justices are only monitored by the public, whose role as arbiter becomes inflated. Because of this magnified role, it is essential to critically evaluate the arguments informing the public discourse. This Note argues that the current public discourse over the propriety of extrajudicial conduct is mired in misleading and inaccurate claims.

This Note outlines and evaluates various policy and historical justifications that scholars, judges, and politicians present for prohibiting extrajudicial conduct. Part I describes and evaluates the policy arguments proffered against extrajudicial conduct. These arguments, while persuasive in some instances, are not determinative and can frequently be used to support either side of the debate. The policy arguments are further undermined by the fact that Justices are not criticized for extrajudicial scholarship, despite the fact that scholarship implicates many of the same arguments as other forms of extrajudicial conduct. A critical evaluation of these policy arguments suggests that they may mask a debate about the substantive content of the judge’s extrajudicial speech rather than address the propriety of extrajudicial conduct itself. Part II presents the historical justifications that are frequently referenced in the debate over extrajudicial conduct and demonstrates that the historical accounts are inaccurate. This Note concludes that these often spurious arguments should be discounted in any debate over extrajudicial conduct and should not be used to condemn a practice that frequently provides real benefits to democratic deliberation.

I

POLICY JUSTIFICATIONS IN THE DEBATE OVER EXTRAJUDICIAL CONDUCT

Myriad policy rationales are cited in the debate over extrajudicial conduct. Judicial lockjaw has been justified as critical to protecting the separation of powers, encouraging the public’s allegiance to the judiciary and acceptance of judicial decisions, ensuring that judges devote adequate time and energy to judging, and promoting imparti-
ality. These are all desirable ends, but judicial lockjaw does not serve these ends in all circumstances. While these policy arguments may seem persuasive, they do not, in fact, necessarily favor judicial lockjaw. Separation of powers arguments can be made either in support of, or in opposition to, extrajudicial conduct. Similarly, advocates of both extrajudicial conduct and judicial lockjaw can claim to serve the causes of judicial allegiance and impartiality. Furthermore, many of these conflicting arguments rely on mere intuitions about the impact of extrajudicial conduct on public opinion rather than on solid empirical evidence. Finally, when judicial scholarship that is usually thought of as benign is carefully considered, this category of extrajudicial conduct in fact raises similar policy concerns and therefore demonstrates the limits of each of the policy rationales.

The policy arguments are inconclusive and cannot dictate a specific standard for whether extrajudicial conduct is acceptable. This indeterminacy indicates that something else is motivating the debate. The public discourse is ostensibly about the proper standard for extrajudicial conduct, but the abstract policy arguments may mask the true motivation for the criticism: Critics disagree with the substantive content of extrajudicial conduct. Rather than engaging with the substance of the extrajudicial activity, critics may find it easier to attack the propriety of such activity.

A. Policy Justifications Proffered by Both Sides

I. Protecting the Separation of Powers

Some argue that extrajudicial conduct may threaten the separation of powers by either precipitously weakening the judicial branch

---

21 See Bruce Allen Murphy, The Brandeis/Frankfurter Connection 6 (1982) (arguing that judicial lockjaw promotes separation of powers, impartiality, and “public acceptance of Court decisions”); Robert B. McKay, The Judiciary and Nonjudicial Activities, 35 Law & Contemp. Probs. 9, 12 (1970) (pinpointing three “dangers of over-involvement” by judges as consumption of time and energy, creation of bias, and impairment of judicial/court dignity); Wheeler, supra note 20, at 59 (providing overview of various arguments and concrete examples against extrajudicial conduct); Peter Alan Bell, Note, Extrajudicial Activity of Supreme Court Justices, 22 Stan. L. Rev. 587, 589–98 (1970) (explaining harm of judges’ political activities, such as consultations, administrative assignments, and electoral politics).

or by making it too strong, while others claim that extrajudicial conduct is necessary to maintain the proper balance. This Section explains the arguments on both sides of the debate and concludes that extrajudicial activity is neither categorically threatening nor categorically beneficial to the separation of powers. Rather, its effect will vary depending on the type of activity and the surrounding circumstances. Any arguments relying on the separation of powers must therefore recognize that this aspect of the debate is inconclusive.

a. Does Extrajudicial Conduct Weaken the Judicial Branch?

Advocates for and against judicial lockjaw can each claim that their position preserves the judiciary’s power. Proponents of judicial lockjaw argue that extrajudicial conduct tarnishes the prestige of the judicial branch and thus undermines the judiciary’s ability to serve as a check on the other branches. Critics of judicial lockjaw make a similar argument: Silence in the face of criticism reduces the prestige of the judiciary and thereby threatens judicial independence.

The persuasiveness of either argument will depend on the circumstances of the extrajudicial conduct. Members of the legislative and executive branches gain political points by attacking the substance of decisions made by individual federal judges and by threatening the judiciary. This situation may make extrajudicial responses appropriate in order to defend the independence of the judicial branch, since failing to respond may give the appearance that the judiciary is under the thumb of a political branch. For example, when Judge Baer was attacked by President Clinton and presidential candidate Robert Dole for his ruling on an evidentiary question, four judges on the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit issued this statement: “The

23 Russell Wheeler, Extrajudicial Activities of the Early Supreme Court, 1973 SUP. CT. REV. 123, 131 (explaining that Chief Justice John Jay opposed extrajudicial activities because they threatened judges’ ability to be impartial).

24 Tony Mauro, Is the Supreme Court Ready to Rumble?, LEGAL INTELLIGENCER (Phila.), May 8, 2006, at 4 (arguing that by speaking their minds, judges reinforce judicial independence and “show the world that the judiciary is not as fragile a flower as the justices themselves sometimes make it out to be”).

25 The members of the judiciary are used as “scapegoats and poster targets” and are “being taken undue advantage of on a variety of hot-button issues.” Joseph W. Bellacosa, Judging Cases v. Courting Public Opinion, 65 FORDHAM L. REV. 2381, 2383 (1997); see also Robert M. O’Neil, Assaults on the Judiciary, TRIAL, Sept. 1998, at 54, 55 (“Attacking judges, once seen as the perversive province of extremists, has become an eminently reputable activity for the political and legal establishment.”).

26 Judge Baer excluded eighty pounds of cocaine and heroin from evidence after deciding that the police lacked a reasonable suspicion to conduct the search, but he later reversed this decision in the face of massive criticism and calls for impeachment. Hawkins, supra note 6, at 1353–54; Don Van Natta, Jr., Under Pressure, Federal Judge Reverses Decision in Drug Case, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 2, 1996, at A1.
recent attacks on a trial judge of our Circuit have gone too far. . . . These attacks do a grave disservice to the principle of an independent judiciary.”

Some believe that bar associations and other surrogates can serve this function and act as protectors of the judiciary. Bar associations and other legal groups frequently defend the judiciary’s independence. For instance, “threats of retaliation” against federal judges in 2005 prompted the deans of more than two-thirds of the nation’s law schools to write a letter to members of Congress in defense of the judiciary’s independence. Because “[j]udges are expected to comport themselves in a reserved and dispassionate manner at all times,” the deans took it upon themselves to stand up for the judiciary. Still, these groups may not be sufficient to protect judicial independence, because they are not as effective at grabbing the public’s attention and do not perfectly share the judiciary’s concerns. These

---


29 See, e.g., Stephen J. Fortunato, Jr., On a Judge’s Duty to Speak Extrajudicially: Rethinking the Strategy of Silence, 12 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 675, 705 & n.103 (1999) (describing efforts of New Jersey State Bar Association and California Judges’ Association to respond to “baseless” criticism of judiciary on behalf of judges).


31 Id.

32 Fortunato, supra note 29, at 706 (explaining that judges are most qualified to respond to criticisms, because “[i]t is the judge, after all, and not a committee, who is most familiar with the background circumstances of the controversy, not to mention his or her own tenure on the bench”); Judith S. Kaye, Safeguarding a Crown Jewel: Judicial Independence and Lawyer Criticism of Courts, 25 HOFSTRA L. REV. 703, 722 (1997) (“The plain truth is that bar leaders and bar associations today cannot respond in equivalent fashion. Their
problems make surrogate groups much less effective at protecting judicial independence than judges themselves.

This policy justification—preserving the strength of the judiciary—does not create a clear standard for judging extrajudicial conduct. The arguments on both sides rely on intuitions about what conduct or lack of conduct will most tarnish the judiciary’s image. Without any proof that their intuition is sound, advocates for either side can claim to be serving judicial independence.\footnote{See infra note 51 and accompanying text.}

b. Does Extrajudicial Conduct Give the Judicial Branch Too Much Power?

Critics and advocates of extrajudicial conduct both claim that their position ensures that the judiciary’s power is not expanded beyond its rightful scope. Critics believe that extrajudicial conduct “encroach[es] on functions constitutionally delegated” to the other branches,\footnote{MURPHY, supra note 21, at 6.} while advocates argue that extrajudicial conduct prevents the creation of an overly powerful, unitary judiciary.

Critics of extrajudicial conduct claim that judicial lockjaw restrains individual judges to their appropriate spheres of influence. This type of argument was made in Mistretta v. United States,\footnote{488 U.S. 361 (1989).} where a litigant claimed that extrajudicial conduct in the form of serving on the Sentencing Commission violated the separation of powers by giving a judge rulemaking authority.\footnote{Id. at 383–84.} The Supreme Court dismissed this argument, noting that a judge who served on the Sentencing Commission served in his individual capacity and not in his capacity as a federal judge and wielded administrative rather than judicial power.\footnote{Id. at 404.} This decision recognized that individual conduct is often considered less troublesome to the separation of powers than judicial branch conduct; the distinction has been described as the difference between the “separation of institutions” and the “separation of personnel.”\footnote{Solomon Slonim, Extrajudicial Activities and the Principle of the Separation of Powers, 49 CONN. B.J. 391, 395–96 (1975). Slonim explains that the “separation of institutions” refers to “each branch of government [being] limited to its own proper sphere of operation” while the “separation of personnel” is a separation that “bar[s] an individual from belonging to, and exercising the powers of, more than one branch of government.” Id.}

\clearpage
Justices refused to issue official advisory opinions on behalf of the judicial branch but were willing to personally advise the President. 39

Those who argue that extrajudicial conduct is beneficial claim that a strong culture of judicial lockjaw could, in fact, give the judiciary too much power. Self-censoring of extrajudicial conduct among individual judges creates a single judicial voice that may increase the influence of the judiciary. 40 A unified judicial voice expounding a single political view is stronger, vis-à-vis the other branches, than individual voices expressing individual views. 41 The Judicial Conference 42 has allowed the federal judiciary to promote specific policy objectives 43 while discouraging dissent from the conference’s position. 44 The increasing influence of the Judicial Conference has been criticized as a threat to the separation of powers. 45 A strong culture of judicial lockjaw that discourages individual extrajudicial activity gives further strength to the institutional voices that do speak.

Just as advocates on both sides of the debate can claim to be preserving the strength of the judiciary, so too can advocates on both sides claim to be ensuring that the judiciary does not become too powerful.

39 Katyal, supra note 17, at 1742–44.
40 Judith Resnik notes:

What [have] developed . . . are restrictions on judicial action in individual cases coupled with few boundaries for the Judicial Conference in general policy making. . . . [T]he more the judiciary becomes generative of policies, the less it will be able to be free from partisanship. . . . When judicial advice moves beyond idiosyncratic efforts by individual judges to regular corporate commentary, the judiciary loses more of its unique character. The lines between judicial and legislative decisionmaking become increasingly blurred.


41 Resnik, Constricting Remedies, supra note 40, at 306–07.
42 See supra note 3.
43 Until the creation of the Judicial Conference in 1922, the federal judiciary did not have any mechanism for self-governance. “Only in the twentieth century did federal judges gain the capacity to function as a cohort and thus have to decide when and how to use a collective voice.” Resnik, Constricting Remedies, supra note 40, at 273.

44 See Resnik, Trial as Error, supra note 40, at 1021 (“Relatively few judges testify before Congress to offer views contrary to the judiciary’s official policy; controversy within judicial circles erupts when they do.”). Resnik also notes the judiciary’s “etiquette of quieting dissent.” Resnik, supra note 4, at 286.

45 See, e.g., Resnik, Constricting Remedies, supra note 40, at 306 (discussing separation of powers concerns created by increasing influence of Judicial Conference).
2. Encouraging Judicial Allegiance and Public Acceptance

The most persistent justification offered against extrajudicial activity is that such activity will undermine judicial allegiance and public acceptance of judicial decisions. In 1906, Roscoe Pound argued that the political involvement of judges diminishes public respect for the judiciary, and modern news coverage of the Court has repeatedly reflected this belief. Public confidence in the Court is seen as a prerequisite to respect for the judiciary’s judgment.

Once again, advocates for and against extrajudicial conduct both claim to serve the goal of fostering judicial allegiance. Those opposed to extrajudicial conduct suggest that the behavior of individual judges will threaten judicial authority and undermine public confidence. Meanwhile, those in support of extrajudicial conduct argue that such activity may increase judicial allegiance and public acceptance by contributing to the public discourse and ensuring a connection to the people subject to the jurisdiction of the Court. At a minimum, both

46 Roscoe Pound, The Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice, 40 Am. L. Rev. 729, 748 (1906) (“Putting courts into politics and compelling judges to become politicians in many jurisdictions has almost destroyed the traditional respect for the bench.”).
47 See, e.g., David O’Brien & Ronald Collins, Op-Ed, The Wisdom of Judicial Lockjaw, N.Y. Times, Sept. 29, 1988, at A27 (“[T]he danger remains that the Court’s institutional power and prestige will suffer when Justices plead their cases to the public.”); Stuart Taylor, Jr., Supreme Court: Administration Trolling for Constitutional Debate, N.Y. Times, Oct. 28, 1985, at A12 (“Because much of the Court’s authority rests on its appearance of Olympian detachment and impartiality, Justices have traditionally been wary of debate on politically charged issues.”).
48 Walker, supra note 28, at 51–52 (“Without public confidence in the judiciary the respect accorded its judgments will erode.”); see also Bell, supra note 21, at 588–89, 594–95 (observing that Court’s power is rooted in its prestige). Alexander Hamilton’s familiar observation is that the judicial department has “neither FORCE nor WILL, but merely judgment.” The Federalist No. 78, at 465 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961). The “immense” power of the Supreme Court “rests upon public opinion.” 1 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America 176 (Gerald Bevan trans., Penguin Books 2003) (1835).
49 See Bell, supra note 21, at 594–96 (“[T]he political activities of Justices can undermine the Court’s effectiveness by tarnishing its public image.”). This concern has been articulated for a long time. See 2 Charles Warren, The Supreme Court in United States History 583 (1926) (describing newspapers as warning that people would be “less willing to accept the doctrines laid down by the Court” as result of judiciary’s role in elections of 1876); Editorial, The Supreme Court and the Presidency, Chi. Daily Trib., Mar. 28, 1876, at 4 (criticizing political activity by Justices because “[t]he Supreme Court, once convicted of being partisan, sinks into public contempt”). A similar concern was articulated when the Administrative Office of the United States Courts was established. See Resnik, Constricting Remedies, supra note 40, at 291–92 (describing fear that positions of Administrative Office would be imputed to judiciary and “[i]f unpopular or ill-advised, those decisions could tarnish judicial authority”).
50 See Robert F. Copple, From the Cloister to the Street: Judicial Ethics and Public Expression, 64 Den. U. L. Rev. 549, 578 (1988) (describing how judges can contribute to
positions make plausible claims, and without rigorous empirical studies, it is impossible to determine which is more powerful.\footnote{There is little to no empirical data on public opinion regarding extrajudicial conduct. Steven Lubet, \textit{Professor Polonius Advises Judge Laertes: Rules, Good Taste and the Scope of Public Comment}, 2 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 665, 668 (1989).}

3. Promoting Impartiality

The promise of an impartial judiciary is fundamental to our understanding of liberty and to the role of an adjudicatory body.\footnote{\textit{The Federalist} No. 78, supra note 48, at 466; \textit{see also} Editorial, \textit{An Alert from the Chief Justice}, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 11, 1996, at A24 (calling independent judiciary “one of the crown jewels of our system of government”).} Many scholars have argued that extrajudicial activity may threaten impartiality.\footnote{Murphy, supra note 21, at 6–7 (explaining that judges are asked to abstain from activities that “compromise or appear to compromise the public’s belief in the integrity and political independence of the judiciary”); Michael Ariens, \textit{A Thrice-Told Tale, or Felix the Cat}, 107 HARV. L. REV. 620, 622 (1994) (discussing danger to impartiality resulting from Court’s involvement in politics); Kaye, supra note 32, at 711 (describing need to “stay out of the fray” in order “to secure an impartial forum”); Bell, supra note 21, at 589 (“Activities that give a Justice a stake in what persons outside the judiciary do or tie him to interests which become involved in litigation before the Court threaten the Court’s independence.”).} There are three reasons why this may be so. First, judges may in fact be partial if they have made a public statement on a subject. Second, extrajudicial activity creates the opportunity for pursuing a public office or other prize, and judges may sacrifice their impartiality in pursuit of that prize. And third, the public may perceive a judge as partial by virtue of his involvement with particular
causes or political parties or because of extradjudicial speech setting forth his views on controversial issues.

It is impossible to know whether a judge’s public statement on an issue sacrifices his or her actual impartiality. Judges are educated individuals who usually arrive at the bench after a distinguished career in the law. Justice William Rehnquist observed that: “Proof that a Justice’s mind at the time he joined the Court was a complete tabula rasa in the area of constitutional adjudication would be evidence of lack of qualification, not lack of bias.”54 If we accept that judges will necessarily have some opinions on questions that will come before them, then a judge’s public statements are troubling only if we assume that publicly articulating a position will influence a judge more than his past, nonpublic consideration. It is possible that the public articulation of a position threatens impartiality more than privately considering an issue.55 Justice Rehnquist, however, dismissed this concern: “The fact that some aspect of these propensities may have been publicly articulated prior to coming to this Court cannot, in my opinion, be regarded as anything more than a random circumstance.”56 Whether or not the public statement of a Justice will ossify his view, the inherent partiality of an educated jurist means that maintaining actual impartiality is, at best, an imperfect goal. Some commentators suggest that given inherent biases, it is better to have the biases made public, rather than to pretend they do not exist.57

The second concern is that the availability of extradjudicial positions may motivate Justices to decide cases in pursuit of a political office, and this concern has a long historical pedigree. Initially expressed in response to Chief Justice Jay’s serving as Ambassador to England,58 the concern was echoed in criticisms of the political ambi-

55 Nonjudicial Activities of Supreme Court Justices and Other Federal Judges: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Separation of Powers of the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong. 136, 142 (1969) [hereinafter Senate Hearings] (statement of Alexander M. Bickel, Chancellor Kent Professor of Law and Legal History, Yale University) (“[I]n some measure every man who goes on record . . . does in fact close his mind.”); see also Harlan F. Stone, Fifty Years’ Work of the United States Supreme Court, 14 A.B.A. J. 428, 428 (1928) (lamenting “unhappy fate” of Stone’s past statements being used by counsel to attempt to influence his ruling on cases).
56 Laird, 409 U.S. at 836.
57 Reinhart, supra note 5, at 809 (“The public should know what approach we as individuals take from the bench; it should be aware that we are not carbon copies of each other; and it should be aware that some decisions are indeed influenced by the philosophies and values that judges bring to the bench.”); Dahlia Lithwick, Fighting Words, SLATE, Mar. 9, 2004, http://www.slate.com/id/2096883 (noting that “[t]he alternative to these speeches isn’t neutral judges”).
tions of Justices Salmon Chase and William Douglas.\footnote{Chief Justice Morrison Waite criticized the political ambitions of his predecessor, Justice Salmon Chase: “Whether true or not, it was said that [Chase] permitted his ambitions . . . to influence his judicial opinions.” Westin, supra note 28, at 650–51 (quoting BRUCE R. TRIMBLE, CHIEF JUSTICE WAITE: Defender Of The Public Interest 141–42 (1938)). And Justice Frankfurter feared that Justice Douglas’s decisions were based on “whether they might help or hurt his chances for the presidency.” MURPHY, supra note 21, at 267.} Those concerned about this possibility focus on the availability of positions that require public favor, such as elected office and ex officio service on commissions that could be seen as “perks,” rather than on actual service in those positions.\footnote{Often, critics who make this argument concede that there has not been such impropriety and instead focus on the possibility of future impropriety. For example, those criticizing Justice Roberts’s service on the Pearl Harbor commission “are not so much concerned about this particular job for which Mr. Roberts has been detached as they are about the precedent it will establish.” Frank R. Kent, Op-Ed, The Great Game of Politics, WALL ST. J., Dec. 19, 1941, at 4.} In \textit{Mistretta}, the Supreme Court rejected an argument that the opportunity to serve in an ex officio capacity would threaten judicial independence, noting that: “Were the impartiality of the Judicial Branch so easily subverted, our constitutional system of tripartite Government would have failed long ago.”\footnote{Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 409–10 (1989).} Furthermore, this concern applies with equal force to promotion within the judiciary—judges may decide a case in pursuit of a judicial promotion—and this concern is present even though no extrajudicial conduct is involved.

The final argument is that extrajudicial conduct threatens the appearance of impartiality, a concern closely related to the belief that extrajudicial conduct will diminish judicial allegiance.\footnote{See supra Part I.A.2. But extrajudicial speech may not change the public’s view of a judge’s impartiality. See Reinhardt, supra note 5, at 809 (noting that disclosure of views will provide “reason to admire our honesty”). Extrajudicial speech may even promote the appearance of impartiality in some circumstances. See Mauro, supra note 24 (noting that some judicial speech might demonstrate that “[j]udges set aside their personal views when deciding cases”).} The appearance of impartiality is critical both for individual judges, so that litigants believe the decisionmaker is unbiased, and for the institution of the judiciary, to the extent that rampant individual partiality would taint the institutional image. But although we place a premium on the appearance of impartiality, we do not demand it in all circumstances. A judge who has already dissented from a case with a similar set of facts is considered impartial in a later case. Given the choice, a litigant might prefer a judge who has spoken publicly on a topic to a judge who has made his position clear in a previous opinion. The system necessarily allows for something less than the appearance of
complete impartiality, because it is not feasible to restrict judges from deciding cases with similar fact patterns. Proponents of judicial lockjaw cannot win a debate simply by raising the specter of partiality; rather, they must demonstrate that the burden of judicial lockjaw is worth the marginal increase in the appearance of impartiality.

These three concerns about impartiality are less persuasive than they may first appear. Given that we do not demand perfect impartiality, in fact or in appearance, these concerns are not sufficient to demonstrate that extrajudicial conduct impairs impartiality. Furthermore, some types of extrajudicial conduct will not threaten impartiality at all.

B. Flaws in the Debate

Many of the policy justifications are further undermined by the example of judicial scholarship and by the lax nature of public monitoring. Judicial scholarship provides a means to test the strength of the policy arguments, because it is not criticized even though it implicates many of the same policy concerns. Many of the policy justifications turn on untested hypotheses about the public’s perception of extrajudicial behavior.

Public acceptance of judicial scholarship is further evidence that some policy justifications may ultimately be bankrupt. Legal scholarship is generally considered to be benign,63 but it implicates many of the same policy concerns outlined above. For instance, if an argument against extrajudicial conduct is that judges will be less impartial if they make a public statement of their position on an issue, this concern applies with equal force whether the judge is serving ex officio or publishing an article in a law journal.

Justices have continued, unabated, to engage in the academic community by giving lectures, writing commentaries, and articulating legal theories outside of decisions, all without triggering criticism. For example, in 1881, Justice Samuel Miller published *Lectures on the Constitution of the United States* 64 with commentary on the Fourteenth Amendment. In 1891, Justice David Brewer gave a speech entitled “Protection to Private Property from Public Attack.”65 Justice

---

63 See, e.g., Code of Conduct for U.S. Judges Canon 3(A)(6) (Judicial Conference of the U.S. 1999) (allowing for “scholarly presentation made for purposes of legal education’’); Turley, supra note 8 (noting that “mundane graduation address” was considered acceptable when other public speeches were not).

64 Samuel Freeman Miller, Lectures on the Constitution of the United States (New York, Banks & Brothers 1881).

65 Justice Brewer, Protection to Private Property from Public Attack, Address at the Yale Law School (June 23, 1841), in 10 Railway & Corp. L.J. 281 (1891).
Brewer also gave a “confident defense[] of the Court,” the themes of which were “echoed” in later speeches by Justices Horace Lurton and Stanley Matthews.66

In the last seventy years, Justices have been especially busy writing commentaries on the law.67 Justices Hugo Black, William Douglas, Robert Jackson, and Felix Frankfurter all published commentaries on the Constitution or the Court generally.68 In 1965, Justice William Brennan wrote an article69 that “dealt so extensively” with the decision in New York Times v. Sullivan,70 that many believe the article “provides the controlling interpretation of the case.”71 Justice Thurgood Marshall publicly challenged the majority opinion in cases regarding the “rights of prisoners and protection of journalists in libel suits.”72 Chief Justice Warren Burger and Justices Harry Blackmun, John Paul Stevens, and Lewis Powell engaged in a public debate, through a series of speeches, about the Court’s decision in Gannett Co. v. DePasquale.73 Justice William Rehnquist spoke on privacy law,74 and Justice Sandra Day O’Connor expressed her displeasure with federal district judges who nullified the decision of a state

66 Westin, supra note 28, at 652–53. For the text of Justice Brewer’s speech, see David J. Brewer, The Nation’s Anchor, Address at the Marquette Club of Chicago, in 57 ALB. L.J. 166 (1898).
67 Although this Note focuses on the extrajudicial conduct of Supreme Court Justices, other federal judges have also been active. Judge J. Clifford Wallace of the Ninth Circuit wrote an article proposing legislative alternatives to, and rebutting arguments made in favor of, the Nunn Bill, which was proposed to increase control over judicial conduct. J. Clifford Wallace, Must We Have the Nunn Bill? The Alternative of Judicial Councils of the Circuits, 51 IND. L.J. 297 (1975). District Court Judge Frank Battisti authored an article advocating for the repeal of 28 U.S.C. § 332(d); he feared that § 332(d) would be used to remove federal judges, providing an alternative to impeachment. Frank J. Battisti, An Independent Judiciary or an Evanescent Dream, 25 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 711 (1975). And most recently, Judge Harold DeMoss, Jr. of the Fifth Circuit published an editorial that was critical of the Court’s privacy jurisprudence. Harold R. DeMoss, Jr., Op-Ed, Unacceptable Argument: Figment of Imagination, HOU. CHRON., Jan. 15, 2006, at 1.
71 Bell, supra note 21, at 601–02 (citations omitted).
73 Archibald Cox, Foreword: Freedom of Expression in the Burger Court, 94 HARV. L. REV. 1, 20, 25 n.97 (1980) (“The Gannett case provoked screams of outrage from the press and much debate among judges, lawyers, and legal scholars.”). In Gannett Co. v. DePasquale, the Court held that the public has no right of access to a criminal trial. 443 U.S. 368, 379–80 (1979) (“Our cases have uniformly recognized the public-trial guarantee as one created for the benefit of the defendant.”).
74 D’Alemberte, supra note 50, at 624.
judge and also spoke “pointedly” against the death penalty. And Justice Antonin Scalia published a book articulating his theory of constitutional interpretation, while Justice Stephen Breyer provided his own interpretation of constitutional values. Yet this massive amount of judicial scholarship, a form of extrajudicial conduct, has generated little public criticism.

In addition to carving out an exception for judicial scholarship, many of the policy justifications discussed above turn on the public’s perception of the judiciary. These assertions all make claims about the public’s reaction to extrajudicial conduct: (1) extrajudicial conduct weakens the judiciary by tarnishing its public image; (2) extrajudicial conduct prevents a weakening of the judiciary by protecting its public image; (3) extrajudicial conduct threatens judicial allegiance; (4) extrajudicial conduct promotes judicial allegiance; and (5) extrajudicial conduct creates the appearance of partiality. Advocates and critics of judicial lockjaw both rely on public perception, but they are merely speculating about the public’s response. It is clear, however, that extrajudicial activity by a majority of Justices has not eroded all public confidence in the judicial branch.

Op-Ed articles frequently express dissatisfaction with extrajudicial activity, yet the public continues to accept the decisions of the Court. Modern critics who claim that today’s behavior threatens judi-

---

75 Id.
79 See Lubet, supra note 51, at 668 (noting that there is no empirical data on public responses to extrajudicial activity).
80 As of 1982, two-thirds of 102 Justices had “engaged in some form of extrajudicial political behavior.” MURPHY, supra note 21, at 7.
81 One recent survey found that fifty percent of respondents have “strong confidence” in the Supreme Court, while only fifteen percent had “slight or no confidence in it.” American Bar Association Report on Perceptions of the U.S. Justice System, 62 ALB. L. REV. 1307, 1309 (1999).
82 See, e.g., sources cited supra note 47.
cial independence like never before echo the hollow warnings of their predecessors. Based on historical experience, the current demands that Justices curtail their extrajudicial activity will never move beyond the Op-Ed pages; in the past, pointed criticism has remained merely criticism. Uncertainty about the public’s response to extrajudicial activity does not dismiss the various policy arguments described above; however, it does suggest that something else may be motivating the debate.

Advocates for both more and less extrajudicial activity rely on the same policy arguments. The policy concerns—judicial independence, judicial allegiance, and impartiality—are significant interests, but they do not dictate a specific standard for judging extrajudicial activity. Because the policy arguments lead to such inconclusive results and can be used on both sides of the argument, they cannot be motivating the debate over extrajudicial activity. A simpler and more basic explanation is plausible—critics of extrajudicial activity may disagree with what Justices say when they speak extrajudicially, and they might be using arguments about the propriety of extrajudicial conduct itself to mask their criticism.

In addition to the policy considerations discussed above, most critics of extrajudicial conduct rely heavily on historical claims to bol-

83 See id.; sources cited infra notes 86, 88. In addition to the cycle of commentators claiming that extrajudicial activity poses an unprecedented threat to judicial independence, a parallel cycle of commentators is claiming that the judiciary faces unprecedented threats from the political branches. E.g., William H. Pryor, Jr., Op-Ed, ‘Neither Force Nor Will, but Merely Judgment,’ WALL ST. J., Oct. 4, 2006, at A14 (“Recently some leaders of the bench and bar . . . have decried what they describe as unprecedented threats to the independence of the judiciary.”). Such attacks on judicial independence are not unprecedented. See Barry Friedman, Mediated Popular Constitutionalism, 101 M ICH. L. R EV. 2596, 2610–11 (2003) (“Actors in the political branches have challenged, and will continue to challenge, judicial authority or independence when it serves their interests.”); Friedman, “Things Forgotten,” supra note 22, at 739–53 (summarizing periods where political branches have threatened judicial independence). Noting this historical precedent, Judge Pryor disagrees with the conclusion that the judiciary is uniquely “under siege” today. Pryor, supra.


85 Barry Friedman describes a similar phenomenon in constitutional law scholarship, where genuinely scholarly constitutional arguments are in fact motivated by the outcome of cases. Because the work is very theoretical, “ideology is less obviously the impetus for the scholar’s work . . . . [But] grand theory can be understood both as a reaction to trends in constitutional events and as influenced by the ideological commitments of its author.” Friedman, Cycles, supra note 22, at 151–53. Similarly, the theoretical arguments about the possible effects of extrajudicial activity may be masking an ideological disagreement with the content of the extrajudicial speech.
ster their position. The next Part evaluates the strength of these historical claims and demonstrates that they are weak and inaccurate.

II
EVALUATING THE HISTORICAL JUSTIFICATIONS

The consistent practice of engaging in extrajudicial conduct and the public response to that practice challenges the historical accounts given to explain and justify judicial lockjaw. There are three discrete and conflicting historical accounts of how judicial lockjaw developed. This Part outlines those historical accounts and explains how each account relies, at least in part, on incomplete historical understandings. As was the case with the policy justifications, untenable historical justifications obfuscate the debate over extrajudicial activity.

Editorialists and politicians rely on historical claims to criticize extrajudicial activity, disparaging the conduct as unprecedented. Over the past two decades, critics have periodically used this device, decrying modern extrajudicial conduct as unheard of or more frequent than ever before. In 1988, the New York Times noted that Justices were granting interviews, publicly speaking about controversial issues, and criticizing the President, and concluded that these are “all practices that were almost unheard of as recently as the 1970’s.” And in 2006, the New York Times observed that “[s]peeches by Supreme Court justices are usually sleepy civics lessons studded with references to the Federalist Papers and the majesty of the law. That seems to be changing.”

Historical claims inform the debate over the permissible boundaries of extrajudicial conduct, but the most frequent historical claims, such as those made by recent newspaper articles, are inaccurate. The claim that we are facing roving, extrajudicially active judges for the first time is untenable. Judges have always engaged in extrajudicial behavior of some form, and this behavior was frequently criticized.

86 Stuart Taylor, Jr., The Supreme Court: Lifting of Secrecy Reveals Earthy Side of Justices, N.Y. Times, Feb. 22, 1988, at A16. Three years earlier, the New York Times made a similar point: “Justices have traditionally been wary of debate on politically charged issues. This tradition is eroding.” Taylor, supra note 47; see also Turley, supra note 8 (“[T]he justices have been entering the public debate recently in a way that would have been viewed as scandalous just a couple of decades ago.”).

87 Adam Liptak, Public Comments by Justices Veer Toward the Political, N.Y. Times, Mar. 19, 2006, § 1, at 22.
A. Extrajudicial Conduct at the Founding

Modern criticism that derides extrajudicial conduct as “eroding” a “tradition” is an example of the popular understanding that judges have always refrained from extrajudicial conduct. By this account, “silence is the price of life tenure.” But this historical account is refuted by the activities of federal judges at the Founding.

The first federal judges had to rely on their own judgment to define their role and that of the new judiciary. The Constitution devotes relatively little text to the judicial department. The judiciary was to be an independent branch of government, vested with “judicial power,” and comprised of judges who served during “good behaviour.” The separation of powers doctrine was a “novel” arrangement, and there was no precedent for judges to follow.

At the Constitutional Convention, there was “very little fear of extrajudicial activity.” In England and colonial America, judges frequently engaged in extrajudicial activity and even served in other branches of government. There were proposals to circumscribe...
extrajudicial activity at the Constitutional Convention, but these proposals did not even make it to a vote.\textsuperscript{95}

As soon as the Constitution was adopted and the first Justices were appointed, Congress and the President put the Justices to work in extrajudicial roles. The political branches assumed, based on their experience with the English Constitution, that “judges were obligated to serve the nation extrajudicially in various ex officio capacities.”\textsuperscript{96}

The first federal judges engaged in all types of extrajudicial behavior, much of which was explicitly or implicitly endorsed by Congress, the President, or both. For instance, Congress assigned Chief Justice John Jay two ex officio responsibilities: serving on the Sinking Fund Commission to cope with the Revolutionary War debt, and inspecting the Mint.\textsuperscript{97} Also, the President appointed, and the Senate confirmed, sitting Chief Justice Jay and Justice Oliver Ellsworth as ambassadors to Great Britain and France, respectively.\textsuperscript{98} Chief Justice Jay also provided informal advice to President Washington.\textsuperscript{99}

The range of extrajudicial conduct was broad and included academic lectures and legislative lobbying. From the beginning, Justices lectured and commented on the law; as early as 1790 Justice James Wilson gave a series of lectures on the nature of law, government, and the Constitution.\textsuperscript{100} The early Justices were also active lobbyists, particularly against circuit riding.\textsuperscript{101} In 1792, Justice James Iredell lobbied the President to urge Congress to change certain policies

\begin{small}
\textsuperscript{95} Wheeler, \textit{supra} note 23, at 127.

\textsuperscript{96} \textit{Id.} at 123–24.

\textsuperscript{97} \textit{See} Act of Aug. 12, 1790, ch. 47, § 2, 1 Stat. 186, 186 (the Sinking Fund Commission); Act of Apr. 2, 1792, ch. 16, § 18, 1 Stat. 246, 250 (the Mint); Wheeler, \textit{supra} note 23, at 140–41.

\textsuperscript{98} Simon H. Rifkind, \textit{A Judge's Nonjudicial Behavior}, 38 N.Y. St. B.J. 22, 26 (1966); Bell, \textit{supra} note 21, at 591.

\textsuperscript{99} Bell, \textit{supra} note 21, at 590 & n.14 (citing \textit{Nominations of Abe Fortas and Homer Thornberry: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 90th Cong. 164 (1968) (statement of Abe Fortas, Associate J. of the U.S. Supreme Court)}). Although President Washington and Chief Justice Jay had a personal relationship, Chief Justice Jay was more likely motivated by a sense of obligation than by the “spirit of friendship,” and “Washington obviously understood that the Chief Justice in his official capacity was to work with the executive officers.” Wheeler, \textit{supra} note 23, at 145–46.


\textsuperscript{101} Wheeler, \textit{supra} note 58, at 943 n.44 (citing Letter from the Justices of the U.S. Supreme Court to the Congress of the United States (Nov. 7, 1792), in \textit{1 American State Papers, Documents, Legislative and Executive, of the Congress of the United States} 52, 52 (Walter Lowrie & Walter S. Franklin eds., D.C., Gales & Seaton 1834)).
\end{small}
regarding circuit courts.\textsuperscript{102} When Congress was considering amendments to the Judiciary Act in 1800, Justices Bushrod Washington and William Paterson drafted a proposed new bill and submitted it to the House Judiciary Committee.\textsuperscript{103}

In addition to the activity described above, many of the Justices engaged in campaigning and electioneering. Chief Justice Jay made an unsuccessful bid for Governor of New York in 1792; he was eventually elected in absentia and resigned from the Court in 1795 to accept the position.\textsuperscript{104} Justice William Cushing was a Massachusetts gubernatorial candidate in 1794.\textsuperscript{105} During the revolutionary presidential election of 1800, Justice Washington actively campaigned for Charles Pinckney\textsuperscript{107} while Justice Samuel Chase traveled around making stump speeches on behalf of John Adams.\textsuperscript{108}

This evidence demonstrates that in just the first decade under the Constitution, federal judges engaged in a wide range of extrajudicial activities. Modern critics who deride Justices for departing from tradition are relying on an imagined tradition that does not describe practice inherited from the Founding generation.\textsuperscript{109}

\textbf{B. Extrajudicial Conduct after the Chase Impeachment}

The second historical account argues that the impeachment proceedings brought against Supreme Court Justice Samuel Chase in 1805, for issuing a grand jury charge criticizing Congress, represent a critical moment that redefined the “constitutional nature of the judicial office.”\textsuperscript{110} Scholars who view the Chase impeachment as a “watershed” event\textsuperscript{111} explain that, notwithstanding his acquittal, the Chase impeachment changed the “expectations of what constituted...
proper judicial behavior, thereby excluding overt partisan political activity.”112

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, judges frequently issued grand jury charges,113 which they used to give impassioned speeches on the law.114 For example, in 1799, Justice Oliver Ellsworth issued a charge that explained that “[c]onduct . . . clearly destructive of a government, or its powers, which the people have ordained to exist, must be criminal.”115 Issuing such passionate and partisan charges invited criticism. The newly-elected Republicans felt that the Federalist Justices were “converting the holy seat of law, reason and equity, into a rostrum, from which they could harangue the populace, under the artful pretence of instructing a grand jury.”116

In 1803, Justice Chase issued a charge to a grand jury in Baltimore in which he criticized federal legislation abolishing circuit judgeships, asserting that “[t]he independence of the national judiciary is . . . shaken to its foundation.”117 This charge led President Jefferson to prompt his friends in Congress to impeach Justice

112 Whittington, supra note 110, at 112. Scholars have varied views on the impact of the Chase impeachment; some view the impeachment as the end of partisan activity by judges, while others view the impeachment as indicative of new societal expectations about appropriate judicial behavior. See, e.g., Lawrence M. Friedman, A History of American Law 116 (1973) (explaining that “openly political role [of judges] was reduced” after impeachment and that Justice Chase’s acquittal represented “a kind of social compromise” where “[t]here would be no more impeachments, but also no more Chases”); Richard Ellis, The Impeachment of Samuel Chase, in American Political Trials, at 57, 71 (Michal R. Belknap ed., 1994) (explaining that after this incident, federal judges were no longer impeached “for political purposes,” but they also were not regarded as “spokesmen for particular political parties,” although they were still “thought of as having ideological philosophies”); Richard B. Lillich, The Chase Impeachment, 4 Am. J. Legal Hist. 49, 71–72 (1960) (“[F]ederal judges subsequently refrained from active participation in politics.”).

113 The practice became less influential and “attract[ed] less attention” after 1836, when Chief Justice Taney decided not to issue a grand jury charge. Joshua Glick, Comment, On the Road: The Supreme Court and the History of Circuit Riding, 24 Cardozo L. Rev. 1753, 1803 & n.369 (2003) (citing Taney’s declination to issue a charge in Charge to Grand Jury, 30 F. Cas. 998 (C.C.D. Md. 1836) (No. 18,257)).


115 The Charge, Mass. Spy, or Worcester Gazette, June 26, 1799, at 1 (reprinting Ellsworth’s jury charge); see also 1 Warren, supra note 49, at 162–63 (describing the charge).


117 Judge Chase’s Charge, Republican (Baltimore), July 1, 1803, at 2 (reprinting Justice Chase’s jury charge); see also 1 Warren, supra note 49, at 276 (describing Justice Chase’s jury charge); Judge Chase’s Charge, Am. Citizen (New York), May 24, 1803, at 2 (summarizing Justice Chase’s jury charge).
Chase, \(^{118}\) In 1804, feeling that “the seditious and official attack” \(^{119}\) should not go unpunished, the Republicans’ position was “that impeachment must be considered a means of keeping the Courts in reasonable harmony with the will of the Nation . . . and that a judicial decision declaring an Act of Congress unconstitutional would support an impeachment and the removal of a Judge.” \(^{120}\)

Although Justice Chase was acquitted, \(^{121}\) many scholars hypothesize that Chase’s impeachment served as a warning to other partisan judges. \(^{122}\) However, the historical evidence demonstrates that the Chase impeachment did not result in a depoliticized judicial department. In the period immediately following the Chase impeachment, Justices continued to engage in extrajudicial conduct, taking stances on the issues of the day, responding to criticism of their decisions, publishing lengthy commentaries on the law, and even campaigning for candidates and lobbying the political branches.

Justices publicly addressed issues of the era, such as slavery and nullification—provocative issues that threatened the unity of the country and would eventually lead to the Civil War. At a town meeting in Massachusetts, Justice Joseph Story spoke in favor of “resolutions calling on Congress to outlaw slavery in the federal territories and to reject new slave-holding territories for statehood unless they

\(^{118}\) President Jefferson wrote to Representative Nicholson (R-MD), “You must have heard of the extraordinary charge of Chace [sic] to the Grand Jury at Baltimore. Ought this seditious and official attack on the principles or our Constitution, and on the proceedings of a State, to go unpunished?” 4 DUMAS MALONE, JEFFERSON AND HIS TIME 467 (1970). The vote to investigate Justice Chase was “an out-and-out party measure”; the House voted to impeach Justice Chase by an “overwhelming” majority. Id. at 468.

\(^{119}\) Id. at 467.

\(^{120}\) 1 WARREN, supra note 49, at 293–94. The impeachment trial in the Senate focused on defining a standard of impeachable behavior. 4 MALONE, supra note 118, at 478. The prosecution presented multiple standards. See, e.g., 14 ANNALS OF CONG. 357 (1804) (statement of Hopkinson) (discussing whether impeachable offense must also be indictable); 14 ANNALS OF CONG. 432–37 (1805) (statement of Martin) (saying that high crimes and misdemeanors are not all impeachable but those that relate to office or reflect very poorly on office holder are impeachable); see also 3 ASHER C. HINDS, PRECEDENTS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES 738–60 (1907) (transcribing discussion of nature of impeachment during Chase impeachment proceedings); William H. Rehnquist, Political Battles for Judicial Independence, 50 WASH. L. REV. 835, 840–41 (1975) (discussing Republican theory of impeachment).

\(^{121}\) The defense maintained that only indictable activity could support an impeachment. 3 HINDS, supra note 120, at 762; Westin, supra note 28, at 643–44. Ultimately, Justice Chase was acquitted on all counts, although the Republicans held a sufficient majority in the Senate. A two-thirds vote would only require twenty-three votes to convict; there were twenty-five Republicans and nine Federalists in the Senate. The closest margin was nineteen guilty votes to fifteen not guilty votes on one of the articles of impeachment. 14 ANNALS OF CONG. 669 (1805); 4 MALONE, supra note 118, at 479–80.

\(^{122}\) See Ellis, supra note 112, at 71; Katyal, supra note 17, at 1748; Whittington, supra note 110, at 112.
adopted abolition." Justice John McLean published a letter on Congress’s power to legislate on slavery and publicly stated that he was opposed to slavery. Justice William Johnson published arguments in reply to the Nullification movement and in support of broad federal treaty power.

Criticism of judicial decisions was as heated then as it is today, and both Justice Johnson and Chief Justice John Marshall found it necessary to publish articles in their own defense. In 1808, Justice Johnson published letters in South Carolina newspapers defending his decision to issue a writ of mandamus in *Gilchrist v. Collector of Charleston* after the Attorney General issued an opinion stating that the circuit court should not have the power to issue mandamus. Chief Justice Marshall responded to criticism of *McCulloch v. Maryland* by anonymously publishing a defense of the decision.

Several important commentaries on the law also emerged during the period after the Chase impeachment. Justice Joseph Story’s *Commentaries on the Constitution* was first published in 1833. Four years later, Justice Henry Baldwin published a commentary opposing Justice Story’s view of the Constitution, articulating the compact

---

123 Westin, *supra* note 28, at 638, 645. But note that Westin referred to judicial “party participation” as “unusual in the years after 1800,” and explained that this was the only time Justice Story was involved in public extrajudicial political conduct. Justice Story made an exception to his usual policy of avoiding political conduct because he felt that with regard to slavery, “his duty to himself, his country, and the world, required him to overstep the limits he had set for himself on ordinary occasions, and throw the whole weight of his influence and opinions upon the side of liberty and law.” *Id.* at 638 (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting 1 LIFE AND LETTERS OF JOSEPH STORY 359–60, 363 (William W. Story ed., Boston, Charles C. Little & James Brown 1851)).


125 See McKay, *supra* note 21, at 28 (citing DONALD G. MORGAN, JUSTICE WILLIAM JOHNSON: THE FIRST DISSENTER 260 (1954)) (“[Justice Johnson] wrote the ’Philonimus Papers,’ denouncing those opposed to the broad sweep of the federal treaty power. . . . [and] issued written replies to the proponents of the Nullification Movement.”).


129 1 WARREN, *supra* note 49, at 515 n.1 (citing 4 ALBERT J. BEVERIDGE, THE LIFE OF JOHN MARSHALL 318, 322 (1919)).

130 JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES (Boston, Hilliard, Gray & Co. 1833).
theory of the Constitution and explaining votes on four specific cases.\textsuperscript{131} The dueling commentaries "provide[d] serious and extended discussions of disputes within the Court for the general public to consider, in addition to what was said in the opinions."\textsuperscript{132}

Justices also continued to campaign and advise the political branches.\textsuperscript{133} Justice John McLean was a "perennial candidate for [the] presidential nomination,"\textsuperscript{134} and he "aspired to the presidency at every four-year interval from 1832 until 1860."\textsuperscript{135} Justice John Catron did not seek office for himself, but he actively campaigned on behalf of James Buchanan in 1856.\textsuperscript{136} Justice William Johnson remained politically active in local South Carolina affairs and advised President Monroe on federal-state relations.\textsuperscript{137} And Justice Robert Grier disclosed inside information about the Court’s pending decision in \textit{Dred Scott} to President-elect Buchanan.\textsuperscript{138}

As the detailed examples above indicate, the Chase impeachment did not mark the end of extrajudicial behavior. There were some changes in the judiciary following the impeachment, as Justice Chase retired from most partisan activities and all of the Justices became more conservative in their jury charges.\textsuperscript{139} However, although the Justices may have stopped using the bench to pursue partisan ends, there is no evidence that the Justices withdrew from public life or politics completely.

The long history since Chase’s impeachment reaffirms that Justices have continued to be involved in extrajudicial conduct; it is

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{131} \textsc{Henry Baldwin, A General View of the Origin and Nature of the Constitution and Government of the United States} (Phila., John C. Clark 1837).

\textsuperscript{132} \textsc{Westin, supra note 28, at 650}.

\textsuperscript{133} Justice Story helped Daniel Webster prepare for the debate on the National Bank and drafted federal legislation. \textsc{McKay, supra note 21, at 29}. See \textsc{2 Life and Letters of Joseph Story, supra note 123, at 155–58}, for the text of a letter from Justice Story to Webster with Justice Story’s thoughts on the Bank. Chief Justice Roger Taney helped President Jackson with his farewell address, \textsc{McKay, supra note 21, at 29}, and advised President Van Buren about the government’s financial policies. \textsc{Carl Brent Swisher, Roger B. Taney 332–33, 339–42 (1935)}; \textsc{Katyal, supra note 17, at 1750}.

\textsuperscript{134} \textsc{Westin, supra note 28, at 639; see generally Weisenburger, supra note 124 (chronicling political life and ambitions of John McLean)}.

\textsuperscript{135} \textsc{Bell, supra note 21, at 593 n.41}.

\textsuperscript{136} \textsc{McKay, supra note 21, at 30}.

\textsuperscript{137} \textsc{Morgan, supra note 125, at 106–08, 273 n.64; McKay, supra note 21, at 28; Bell, supra note 21, at 593}.

\textsuperscript{138} \textsc{2 Warren, supra note 49, at 295–97; McKay, supra note 21, at 30}.

\textsuperscript{139} \textsc{See Friedman, supra note 112, at 116 (concluding that after impeachment, judges stopped pursuing partisan ends from bench by issuing partisan jury charges); Ellis, supra note 112, at 71 (arguing that since Chase trial, Justices are acknowledged to have ideological philosophies but are not seen as spokespersons for political parties); Rehnquist, supra note 27, at 125 (noting that after impeachment, “Supreme Court justices sitting on circuit stopped including political harangues in their charges to grand juries”).}
clearly incorrect to suggest that the Chase impeachment ushered in an era of judicial lockjaw. Long after Justice Chase and the Founding generation had passed into history, Justices have continued to lobby, to serve ex officio, to advise the President, to lecture, and to teach.

140 Justice Salmon Chase contributed to early drafts of the Fourteenth Amendment. Katyal, supra note 17, at 1750. As Chief Justice, Taft lobbied for the Judges’ Bill and against the Caraway Bill, and he advocated for American participation in the International Court of Justice. On the Judges Bill, see Resnik, Constricting Remedies, supra note 40, at 273 n.273; on the Caraway Bill, see Katyal, supra note 17, at 1751 n.207; on the International Court of Justice, see McKay, supra note 21, at 33. Chief Justice Burger spoke in favor of and lobbied for a new bankruptcy bill. Murp hy, supra note 21, at 5. Now, Justices continue to give recommendations to Congress on matters related to the justice system and policy matters on which they have “special expertise.” Katyal, supra note 17, at 1719.

141 In 1963, President Johnson created a commission to investigate the assassination of John F. Kennedy and appointed Chief Justice Earl Warren as the head. Bell, supra note 21, at 592. Justices continue to serve in many ex officio roles. For a list of examples of such roles, see Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 400 n.24 (1989).

142 After the Civil War, several Justices were involved in advising President Lincoln. See Katyal, supra note 17, at 1750 (describing how Chief Justice Chase tried to persuade Lincoln to end martial law and how “Justices Swayne and Davis . . . tried and failed to persuade President Lincoln to soften the administration's policy of arbitrary arrest and confinement of civilians by military authorities”); Bell, supra note 21, at 590 n.14 (“Justice David Davis advised President Lincoln on legal matters that were later the subject of the justices’ important opinion on martial law.”). There are many other examples of Justices advising other Presidents. See, e.g., Alpheus Thomas Mason, Brandeis: A Free Man’s Life 518–27 (1946) (examining role that Brandeis played in advising President Wilson during World War I); Alpheus Thomas Mason, William Howard Taft: Chief Justice 138–56 (1965) (discussing Chief Justice Taft’s relationship with Presidents Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover); Murph y, supra note 21, at 17 (noting “close advisory relationship between a Supreme Court Justice (William Moody) and a President (Theodore Roosevelt),” but explaining that this was “first time in over forty years” that such a relationship had existed); id. at 313–38 (discussing Justice Frankfurter’s relationship with President Franklin Delano Roosevelt and other Presidents and his attempts to influence judicial appointments); McKay, supra note 21, at 32–35 (citing numerous examples of Justices advising Presidents); Bell, supra note 21, at 590–95 (same).

143 Recently, Justices have been active giving speeches. See Charles Lane, Commentary, Kenneth’s Assault on Editorial Writers, WASH. POST, Apr. 3, 2006, at A17 (describing Justice Kennedy “publicly lashing out at editorialists who, he says, write as if they have not even read the court’s opinions” during speech before American Society of International Law); Mauro, supra note 24 (noting that Justices O’Connor and Ginsburg made speeches in which they “firmly push[ed] back against Republican criticisms of the judiciary” and that Justice Stevens gave lecture in which he commented on controversial eminent domain opinion); Turley, supra note 8 (describing speaking engagements of Justices Scalia, Thomas, and Ginsburg). For a wide range of examples of extrajudicial commentary, see An Autobiography Of The Supreme Court: Off-the-Bench Commentary by the Justices (Alan F. Westin, ed.) (1963); Emily Bazelon, Sounding Off: Judges Should Have the Right Not to Remain Silent, LEGAL AFFAIRS, Nov./Dec. 2002, at 30, available at http://www.legalaffairs.org/issues/November-December-2002/review_bazelon_novdec2002.msp.

144 Many of the current Supreme Court Justices maintain full speaking schedules and some hold teaching appointments at law schools. See Financial Portrait of the Justices Shows at Least Six Millionaires, N.Y. TIMES, June 11, 2005, at A11 (noting that three
C. The Modern Public Has Higher Expectations

The third historical claim, that the modern public has new expectations for extrajudicial decorum, is misleading. This third account acknowledges that judges have participated in extrajudicial conduct in the past but claims that “changing societal expectations . . . rendered accepted standards of judicial conduct contestable.” The new societal expectations are described as symptoms of a “general erosion of public confidence in the competency of its government and in its judiciary.” However, the claim that society has higher standards now, and the implication that modern society would not tolerate the extrajudicial behavior of past Justices, is based on the false assumption that extrajudicial conduct was tolerated in the past. Extrajudicial conduct has always been criticized. Although federal judges have engaged in extrajudicial conduct of some sort since the Founding and continuing long after the Chase impeachment, the persistence of this behavior does not indicate that the public condoned the behavior.

A strong form of this historical claim rests on an incorrect perception that the public endorsed the extrajudicial activities of the first Justices. The public did acquiesce to the ex officio obligations of Chief Justice John Jay in part because these appointments mirrored colonial and English experience. However, Chief Justice Jay’s extrajudicial diplomatic position was broadly criticized. Further-
more, the Republicans condemned the practice of issuing partisan jury charges, and they were also highly critical of campaigning activities by Justices. Republican newspapers reprinted letters criticizing Justices for their electioneering activities. One letter, written under the signature “A Republican,” asked:

What think you, my friends, of our supreme judges electioneering at towns and county meetings, those grave solemn characters, who ought to be retired from the public eye, who ought never to be seen in numerous assemblies or mingle in their passions and prejudices, and who, with respect to all political questions, and characters, ought ever to be deaf and blind to every thing except what they hear in evidence from the bench.

The press also criticized Justices Joseph Story and John McLean for their activities protesting slavery. A Boston newspaper declared that Justice Story should be “hurled from the Bench,” while a Philadelphia newspaper complained that Justice McLean’s conduct did not conform with the behavior of other Justices who “respect the high responsibilities of their position and the notorious feelings of the people, by keeping themselves aloof from the altercations and animosities, the differences and the difficulties of party strife.”

Long after the Founding period, the criticism of extrajudicial conduct continued. Although many Justices ran for President, contemporaneous newspapers and other Justices did not approve. The appointment as violating separation of powers); see also Wheeler, supra note 23, at 142 (noting controversy over Chief Justice Jay’s extrajudicial diplomatic mission).

151 See supra text accompanying note 116.
152 See, e.g., Editorial, On the Election of a President of the United States, City-Gazette & Daily Advertiser (Charleston), Sept. 13, 1800, at 2 (criticizing judges for electioneering); Letter to the Editor, To the “South Carolina Federalist”, Carolina Gazette (Charleston), Sept. 18, 1800, at 2 (Supplement) (same); see also 1 Warren, supra note 49, at 274 (describing reaction to Justices’ electioneering).
153 On the Election of a President of the United States, supra note 152.
154 See supra notes 123–24 and accompanying text.
155 Westin, supra note 28, at 639.
156 2 Warren, supra note 49, at 271; see also id. at 269–72 (describing contemporary attacks on Justice McLean’s conduct); Weisenburger, supra note 124, at 140–41, 166 (same); Westin, supra note 28, at 639 (same). Justice McLean was criticized as “a ‘judicial politician’ who was ‘dragging the ermine in the mire of politics’ and displaying ‘party violence on the bench.’” Westin, supra note 28, at 639 (citing 2 Warren, supra note 49, at 270 & n.2).
157 See, e.g., supra notes 134–35 and accompanying text (discussing McLean’s multiple candidacies); see also John P. Frank, Marble Palace: The Supreme Court in American Life 273–75 (1958) (“[F]or at least one hundred and twenty-five years [before 1958], there has been no ten-year period in which a Supreme Court Justice has not been seriously and soberly considered for the presidential office.”).
158 For criticism of Davis, see Alexander M. Bickel, Politics and the Warren Court 135–36 (1965). Bickel suggested that this period of low prestige for Court may have been partially due to the fact that “this period embraced the tenures of four justices
Chicago Daily Tribune criticized Justice David Davis's candidacy, stating that: “Our objection, and it is one universal among the American people, is not personal to Judge Davis... Judges as candidates for Presidential honors, are held by the people, and will be treated by the people, as among the revolting abominations of corrupt and degenerate politics,”159 In the fallout of the 1876 elections,160 newspapers argued that “public confidence in the Judges had been weakened,”161 and in 1884, the Washington Post called for a constitutional amendment “[d]eclaring that any citizen accepting an appointment to the Supreme bench shall thereafter be ineligible to any elective office.”162 Justices were also criticized for their willingness to serve on presidential commissions, such as the Venezuela Boundary Commission.163


159 The Supreme Court and the Presidency, supra note 49.

160 Congress established the Electoral Commission of 1876 to resolve disputed election returns from four states; the Commission was composed of fifteen members, including five Supreme Court Justices. Katyal, supra note 17, at 1750 n.202.

161 2 Warren, supra note 49, at 583.


163 Are to Draw the Line, Chi. Daily Trib., Dec. 31, 1895, at 4 (quoting former Solicitor General Aldrich as saying, “I deprecate the Justices of the Supreme Court assuming such duties”). There was concern that Justice Harlan’s service on the Bering Sea Commission was unconstitutional, but Justice Harlan consulted with other Justices and was assured that it was constitutional. The Offices Do Not Conflict, Chi. Daily Trib., Aug. 17, 1892, at 9.


165 See Justice Hughes’s Refusal, 72 Independent 1435 (1912) (praising Justice Hughes’s decision not to run and hoping that it would establish precedent, so that “hereafter no
ultimately resigned from the Court in order to run against Woodrow Wilson in the 1916 election. The Washington Post dismissed concerns that this was a problem and accused the New York Times of “weeping crocodile tears over the threatened corruption of the Supreme Court by politics.”\footnote{166} Fifteen years later, when Justice Hughes was nominated for Chief Justice, some senators opposed the nomination partly on the grounds that he had campaigned for the Presidency.\footnote{167} And during President Roosevelt’s “court-packing” plan, a proposed constitutional amendment would have rendered former Justices ineligible to hold any political offices.\footnote{168}

The press and Congress criticized the political activity of judges during and after World War II.\footnote{169} Newspapers also expressed concern with the precedent set by Justice Owen Roberts’s service on the commission investigating Pearl Harbor,\footnote{170} and Congress eventually inves-
tigated Justice Roberts’s service. The press similarly disapproved of Justice Robert Jackson leaving the Court temporarily to prosecute the Nuremberg Trials. The Washington Post criticized the suggestion that Justice Fred Vinson serve as an emissary to the Soviet Union, noting that the Court was becoming a “House of Lords with its members available at any time for special assignments of a delicate and supposedly nonpolitical nature.” In 1946, jockeying over the Chief Justice position and a public rift between Justices Hugo Black and Robert Jackson led one newspaper to observe that many did not believe “that ‘guarantees against breaches of duty’ have been wholly ‘adequate.’”

In 1955, although Chief Justice Earl Warren was not a presidential candidate, it was reported that if President Eisenhower had decided not to run for reelection, Chief Justice Warren was the person most favored for the Republican nomination. The Washington Post disapproved: “If any Chief Justice should permit himself to be nominated for a political office, he would inflict incredible harm upon the Supreme Court as an institution.” And Senator Eugene McCarthy complained that Chief Justice Warren’s appointment to the commission investigating the Kennedy assassination “could in no way be squared with the intention of the framers of the Constitution.” In 1968, the Senate refused to confirm Justice Abe Fortas’s nomination

---


173 Marquis Childs, Editorial, Washington Calling, WASH. POST, Oct. 13, 1948, at 8. It was rumored that President Truman was grooming Justice Vinson to be nominated for President in 1952, To Keep Judges in Court, supra note 171, but Justice Vinson refused to be considered for the nomination. Philip L. Graham, Vinson Would Reject Nomination for Presidency, Even if Drafted, WASH. POST, Feb. 21, 1952, at 1.


177 Bell, supra note 21, at 592 (noting Chief Justice Warren’s appointment to commission).

178 EUGENE J. MCCARTHY, FIRST THINGS FIRST: NEW PRIORITIES FOR AMERICA 41 (1968); see also Wheeler, supra note 23, at 125–31 (disagreeing with Senator McCarthy and providing contrary analysis of framers’ intent).
for Chief Justice after accusations of cronyism and the revelation of past conflicts of interest and certain extrajudicial behavior.  

Criticism of extrajudicial conduct is not new; it has been levied for hundreds of years. Since the Founding, the public has begrudgingly tolerated extrajudicial behavior in a variety of forms. Each criticism of extrajudicial conduct echoes the criticism that preceded it, and even the claim that modern times require higher standards is a recurring device used by critics of extrajudicial conduct.  

This latest invocation is no more persuasive than the claims of prior critics. The recurring nature of the criticism, pointing to the same policy arguments over two centuries, further undermines the strength of the policy arguments and supports the hypothesis that these arguments may be rhetoric, employed to discredit the judge and the substance of his or her speech.

CONCLUSION

A pattern has emerged in the public discourse over extrajudicial conduct. Critics and advocates alike rely on familiar policy rationales to justify their position and turn to history for support. While both sides fight over possession of the policy arguments, the indeterminacy of those arguments indicates that something else may be motivating the debate. Meanwhile, the historical evidence does not support squarely either side of the debate. Historical arguments about custom and tradition have the potential to be persuasive and rhetorically useful, but the claims made by critics of extrajudicial conduct are inaccurate.

Extrajudicial conduct has the potential to impart real benefits to society—both because of the special expertise of judges, and in the same way that robust participation by any citizen creates a benefit. In the debate about standards for extrajudicial conduct, therefore, it is important to identify correctly what is at stake and to discount the unjustified arguments that have previously dominated the debate.

179 Katyal, supra note 17, at 1752 & nn.210–11 (citing Bruce Allen Murphy, Fortas: The Rise and Ruin of a Supreme Court Justice 238–67 (1988) and Alexander M. Bickel, Voting the Court Up or Down: Fortas, Johnson and the Senate, New Republic, Sept. 28, 1968, at 21, 22). When the Senate learned of the extent of Justice Fortas’s advisory relationship with President Johnson, it instituted an investigation into the constitutionality of his actions. Katyal, supra note 17, at 1752 n.211 (citing Senate Hearings, supra note 55).

180 See supra note 145.

181 This Note does not mean to suggest that the historical evidence supports increased extrajudicial activity, but rather that such evidence cannot be used to impeach extrajudicial conduct.